DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY & ORIGINE

Eurocap NV declares that our crown caps are of EU origin (Belgium, Italy and Spain).

We work with a quality system, which included HACCP methodology and corresponds to the international standards for quality management and quality security (UNI EN ISO 9001:2008, certificate IT10/0864). We guarantee that the Quality System followed to produce all our products are subject to the requirements of these standards.

For the production of our crowns we use only raw materials suitable for food products.

Our crowns conform to:


FDA  Recommendations of Food and Drug Administration of the USA (21 CFR 177.1210)

ITALIA  D.M. 21.03.73 e successivi aggiornamenti; D.M. 25.01.92 n° 108; D.M. n° 220 26.04.93; D.M. n° 735 28.10.94; D.M. n° 538 17.12.99

Eurocap NV will not be liable for inexpert storage and use.
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General Manager – B. Geeraert